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[57] ABSTRACf 

A method of measuring the level of molten metal in a 
continuous casting mold comprises inducing ill the mol
ten metal a magnetic field by a primary electrically 
energized coil and, by the relationship of this magnetic 
field to a pair of symmetrical secondary coils coaxial 
with the primary coil, inducing voltages in these sec
ondary coils which are electrically connected in a cir
cuit opposition so that the resultant voltage represents 
the level of the molten metal. 

12 Claims. 3 Drawing Figures 
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PROCESS FOR MEASURING THE LEVEL OF 
,METAL IN VESSELS, ESPECIALIJY IN . 

CONTINUOUS CASTING MOLDS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a process for measuring the 
level of liquid metal in a mold, especially in a continu
ous casting mold. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

mold by the primary field, disappears and ollly upon an 
asymmetry of the position of the liquid conductor to the 
two secondary coils, and thus the fields which induce 
currents therein, is there a resultant voltage induced in 

5 the secondary coils. 
From this voltage 'relative to the applied primary 

voltage it is possible to ascertain the degree of filling: 
If no metal is present in the mold, the total secondary 

'!oltage is equal to zero. As the bath level rises, voltages 
\0 are induced preferentially in the lower coil, so that the 

resultant voltage rises. At maximum asymmetry, thus 
For control of the feed velocity of liquid metal, as when the bath level is between the secondary coils, a 

well as the withdrawal speed, it is of utmost importance maximum of the total secondary voltage is generated. 
to be able to determine the bath level in D continuous As the bath level rises further the asymmetry and the 
casting mold. . 15 total secondary voltage again disappear-see FIG. 2. 

For this purpose radioactive measuring methods When the coil arrangement is fixed to the ingot mol-
were used as a rule but these methods, because of cost d-also with a constant bath level-as a result of the 
and also because of the requisite reliability, have re- relative mov.ement of the coil to the bath with each 
suited in investigations of still newer measuring pro- oscillation of the lifting table a passage of the curve 1 
cesses. 20 results. 

This has led to an especially simple and advantageous When the device is so arranged that each time a pas-
electromagnetic method which is the subject of the sage occurs through maximum, the mfL'l.imum addition-
invention and is elucidated below. ally establishes a calibration value. It is self-understand-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION' 

It is known that currents can be induced in a conduc
tor traversed by a magnetic field by changes therein and 
that the presence of the conductor can be determined 

2S able that the measured voltage is a function of the 
strength of the primary current, whose amplitude is in 
the simplest case held constant, and upon the conductiv
ity of the bath, the latter being determined by the value 
of the maximum. 

~rom the seconda~y fields of tl.lese cur~ents .. A measur- When the assembl is a lied to a liftin table th 
1'1g nu!thod reIatmg thereto IS descnbed m German 30 . Y pp. g . e 

I· t' N 2101 729 frequency of the pnn/lry current IS selected to be SUlt-
open app Ica IOn 0., , • bl I b hi' I '11' 

It is also known that the impedance of a coil changes a ~ a~ge y companson to t e n:ec 1an!?a OSCI at~on 
when one inserts a conductor in the field of the coil. whIch IS generally about 1 to 2 Hz In contmuous castmg 

Such measuring methods cannot effectively be ap- molds for stee.1. . . 
plied to continuous c!lSting of s~eel, since the highly 35 ~~e measuring devl~ can al~o ser ... e to determme the 
conductive copper mold so strongly shields the field pos.lhon of a b<;>dy whIch ea? he not only below a mea-
that the sensitivity of the measuring device is not satis- sunng zone ?f In the mea~unng zone, but also above the 
factory. latter. I~ thIS ~ase there IS a zero passage and a ph~e 

According to the invention, the effect of the mold is change I? the Induced ~oltage as soon as the body hes 
excluded. This is accomplished in that two secondary 40 symmetncallr t? .the cotls--se~ FIG. 3. . 
coils are provided which are disposed coaxially and . F?f ~he rehabthty of the devl.ce a sy~metnc~l mount-
symmetrically to the field generating primary coil and I~g In ttsel~ and to .the mold IS reqUIred. ThiS can be 
sore electrically connected in circuit opposition so that sl~pl'y achwve.d With the proposed arrangement by 
only the asymmetry in the relationship between the wmdmg the cods upon a common support. 
liquid conductor and ,the coils produces an induced 4S An arbitrary disposition of the symmetrical arrange-
voltage. ment, e.g. with the coil axis perpendicular to the mold 

axis, i.e. a construction similar to the Forst sensor or 
, BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING that described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,366,873, cannot be 
The basic structure of such a measuring method is considered because even the smallest inclination of the ' 

illustrated diagrammatically in the sectional view of so coil arrangement resulting from spacing changes as a 
FIG. 1. In th! graph of FIG. 2 the total (overall) sec- result of deformation, for example temperature changes, 
ondary voltage dependence upon the position of the causes total voltages in the secondary coil arrangement, 
bath surface relative to the plane between the coils is as a result of the fields which are induced in the mold by 
shown, and in the graph of FIG. 3 the total secondary the current, which are large by comparison to ttLe fields 
voltage dependence upon that position is represented. 55 which the current induced in the bath, so that a mea

surement is impossible. 
With the measuring device of the present invention, SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

The primary coil PI generates a magnetic alternating by contrast, shifts or slight inclinations and even arbi-
fiek', which generates currents in the molten iron IEand trary deformations of the coil arrangement play no role. 
in the mold IK and voltages in the oppositely connected 60 With the use of the detector of the present invention 
secondary coils S, and S2. With a symmetrical arrange- various methods of evaluating the measurement signal 
ment, the total voltage in the two coils, resulting from are possible, e.g.: 
the magnetic primary field, is equal to zero. (1) by measuring the intensity of the induced vol-

The induced currents in the iron and in the mold are tage-whereby in a parallel measurement the conduc-
associated with magnetic secondary fields and also in- 65 tivity is monitored; 
duce voltages in the oppositely connected secondary (2) in the case in which the measuring pickup, liS for 
coils S, and S2. On symmetry grounds, the total voltage, example when the mold is in a lifting table, is osdllated 
which results from the magnetic: field induced in the relative'to the bath level: 



'. 
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(a) determining the position of the maximum relative .' stirring inductor energized at a predetermined fre-
to the position of the tab!';' quency, said method further comprising the step of 

(b) determining the distance with respect'to a refer" selecting the frequency of energization of said primary 
ence signal resulting from the position of the lifting coil to differ from said predetermined frequency 
table relative to the lab system (workplace equip- 5 thereby ,enabling discrimination b.~tw~en the itl<Juced 
mer.t). ,voltages and voltages produced by the stirring ('urrent 

The totai voltage. of the secondary 'coil can be in said secondary coils. 
~ changed by seleqting the coil lengths of the two coils to 5. The method defined in claim 1 wh~rein the primary 

be somewhat difftlent or by a potentiometer in the coli is intermittently energized and voltages obtained 
circuit. In this way one is able, as a rule, to vary not only 10 from said secondary coils are analysed between periods 
the level of the total voltage but also its phase relative to of energization of said primary coil to detect back-
the phase of the primary current. ' ground signals. 

Not only ihe level of the total secondary voltage, but 6. The method defined in claim 1 wherein said pri-
also its phase position relative to the phase of the pri- mary coil is energized with a rectllngular-wave pulse. 
mary current can be used to determine the position of 15 7. The method defined in claim 1 wherein said Inold 
the conductive body. . is mounted on an oncillation Hfting tllble, said methoci 

The example of FIG, 3'is especially simple sitwe the further comprising the step of triggering the energiza-
two regions to the right and left of the zero l'&ssage tion of said primary coil in accordance with the position 
differ ~y about 'IT. of said table. 

I claIm: 20 8 Th h d d fi .' I' ~ f h .. 1 A th d f d t . h I I f th t f . e met 0 e meo In c aim A, urt er compmtng 
. me 0 0 e ectmg t e eve 0 e op 0 a step of measuring the velocity of metal flow into said 

column of molten metal in a continuous casting mold mold and compensating said value for the effect ohapid 
which comprises the steps of: flow of metal into said mold. 

surrounding the colwnn with a primary coil and ener-
gizing the primary coil with an electric curreat to 25 9. All apparatus for Illeasuring the height of the top of 
induce a magnetic rield within the column; the column' of molten metal in a continuous casting 

disposing a pair of symmetrical uecondary coils in a ingot mold, said apparatus comprising: 
coaxial relationship with said primary coil and a primary coil to induce a magnetic Held in said col-
connecting said secondary coils ~u a circuit opposi- umn; 
tion whereby secondary currents are induced . n 30 a pair of secondar: V Goils surrounding said column and 
said secondary coils by said magnetic field; and disposed coaxhai.ly with one another and w',!h said 

detecting the resultant voltage induced in said sec- primary coil and symmetrically while being con-
ondary coils, thereby deriving a value representing nected in a circuit oPpo!lition, said magnet.;c field 
the position of the top of said column with resp':!ct inducing currents in said g,;;(,:l ,ndary coils wh:,~h are 
to a plane of symmetry of said secondary coils nnd 35 a function of the position of :laid column relative to 
hence an asymmetrical orientation of said column said second~r.y coils; and 
relative to said secondary coils. means for deriving from ~aid secondary coils a resul-

2. The method defIned in claim 1 wherein said ingot tant voitage representing an ~~ymmetrical position 
mold is mounted on a lifting table which is oscillated of said column with respect to the secondary coils 
and the detected voltage fluctuates through a maximum 40 thereby providing a value representing the height 
as a function of time resulting from the oscillation of of the top of said column. 
said lifting table, said method further comprising deriv- 10. The apparatus defined in claim !i wherein all of 
ing as said value, the maximum of fluctuatipg detected said coils are wound on a common coli carrie~. 
voltage. 1!1. The apparatus defined in clahl 10 wherein said 

3. The method defind in claim 1, fucther comprising 45 coil carrier is provided with passages enabling cooling 
the step of detecting the conductivity of the metal in water to pass through. 
said mold for compensating variations in said value 12. The apparatus defined in claim 10 v'herein said 
resulting from changes in conductivity. coils are ensheathed in a U-shaped sheet metal stack 

4. The method defined in claim 1 wh,:rein the molten open in the direction of said column. 
metal in said mold is electromagnetically stirred with a so • • 1/1 • 1/1 
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